
DAVID CHONTOS
Creative & Art Director (XR/Games/Film & TV)

EXPERIENCE

FINAL FRONTIER XR
Creative Director (November 2022 - January 2023)
Created a Roblox presence for the Virtual DJ, WAVE.  Designed, modeled, 
textured, lit and assembled the entirety of the world including three unique 
gameplay environments, with the assistance of a single developer.

NEXUS STUDIOS - IMMERSIVE ARTSNEXUS STUDIOS - IMMERSIVE ARTS
Creative Director (January 2021 - October 2022)
Worked with Niantic and Adobe Aero to create bespoke AR experiences 
highlighting the new features and pushing the boundaries of their respective 
platforms.  Worked with top Tech and Entertainment companies exploring UX, 
storytelling, and interaction design systems for mixed-reality applications and 
narrative experiences.

BUCK DESIGNBUCK DESIGN
Creative Director (February 2020 - January 2021)
Worked with Meta and the Creative Technology team to create a multiplayer Harry 
Potter Portal video conferencing application, a suite of fun Instagram Reels filters, 
and worked with major brands to create interactive Instagram AR Games using 
their physical products.

APPLE INC.
Creative DirectorCreative Director (November 2018 - June 2019)
Helped to conceptualize and create the ARKit 3.0 game “SwiStrike” alongside 
the internal creative and engineering teams for the WWDC 2019 event. Directed 
the mixed-reality shoot of a live demonstration of the game for press.

FRAMESTORE VR
Creative Director (August 2018 - November 2018)
Designed and directed a multi-player demo experience for Qualcomm’s flagship Designed and directed a multi-player demo experience for Qualcomm’s flagship 
VR headset working with the Framestore NY team, and an outside vendor.

PSYOP INC.
Director of XR (January 2016 - June 2018)
Founded, managed and led the Psyop Lab team that specialized in Virtual and Founded, managed and led the Psyop Lab team that specialized in Virtual and 
Augmented Reality content production. Designed, wrote, directed and published 
the “Kismet” VR Experience on all desktop, console, and mobile VR platforms in 
2016, and designed, pitched and directed multiple 360 animated shorts, 
interactive experiences, and rapid prototypes for both AR and VR applications.

Creative/Art/Technical Director (February 2006 - January 2016)
Designed, supervized, pitched and directed TV commercials and game trailers for Designed, supervized, pitched and directed TV commercials and game trailers for 
a wide variety of clients including Apple, Xbox, and PlayStation.

EDUCATION

Rochester Institute of technology
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Animation & Film (2003)

DAVIDCHONTOS.COM

David.chontos@gmail.com

917.232.1622


